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The untold story of the three
intelligent and glamorous young
women who accompanied their
famous fathers to the Yalta
Conference in February 1945,
and of the conference's fateful
reverberations in the waning
days of World War II.

Four Hundred Souls is a
unique one-volume
"community" history of
African Americans. The
editors, Ibram X. Kendi and
Keisha N. Blain, have
assembled ninety brilliant
writers, each of whom takes
on a brief period of that
four-hundred-year-span.

Joy at Work: Organizing Your
Professional Life  - Marie Kondo and

Scott Sonenstein 
B650.1 KONDO

Declutter your desk and
brighten up your business
with this transformative
guide from an organizational
psychologist and the
bestselling author of The
Life-Changing Magic of
Tidying Up.

Good Boy is a universal
account of a remarkable
story: showing how a young
boy became a middle-aged
woman--accompanied at
seven crucial moments of
growth and transformation
by seven memorable dogs.
"Everything I know about
love," she writes, "I learned
from dogs."

The End of Everything (Astrophysically
Speaking)  - Katie Mack - 523.19 MACK

A rising star in astrophysics
presents an accessible and
eye-opening look at five
ways the universe could
end, and the lessons each
scenario reveals about the
most important concepts in
cosmology.

We Keep the Dead Close: A Murder at
Harvard and a Half Century of Silence  -

Becky Cooper
364.1523 COOPER
1969: the height of
counterculture and the year
universities would seek to curb
the unruly spectacle of student
protest; the winter that Harvard
University would begin the
tumultuous process of merging
with Radcliffe, its all-female sister
school; and the year that Jane
Britton, an ambitious 23-year-old
graduate student in Harvard's
Anthropology Department and
daughter of Radcliffe Vice
President J. Boyd Britton, would
be found bludgeoned to death in
her Cambridge, Massachusetts
apartment.



In the tradition of The Glass
Castle, this "gorgeous" (The
New York Times, Editors'
Choice) and deeply felt
memoir from Whiting Award
winner Nadia Owusu tells
the "incredible story" (Malala
Yousafzai) about the push
and pull of belonging, the
seismic emotional toll of
family secrets, and the heart
it takes to pull through.

Cathy Park Hong fearlessly
and provocatively blends
memoir, cultural criticism,
and history to expose
fresh truths about
racialized consciousness in
America. Part memoir and
part cultural criticism, this
collection is vulnerable,
humorous, and
provocative--and its
relentless and riveting
pursuit of vital questions
around family and
friendship, art and politics,
identity and individuality,
will change the way you
think about our world.

Think Again: The Power of Knowing
What You Don't Know - Adam Grant

153.42 GRANT

The bestselling author of
Give and Take and
Originals examines the
critical art of rethinking:
learning to question your
opinions and open other
people's minds, which can
position you for excellence
at work and wisdom in life

Minor Feelings: An Asian American
Reckoning - Cathy Park Hong

305.4895 HONG

As Jenny Lawson's
hundreds of thousands of
fans know, she suffers
from depression. In
Broken, Jenny brings
readers along on her
mental and physical health
journey, offering
heartbreaking and
hilarious anecdotes along
the way.

Broken (in the Best Possible Way)  -
Jenny Lawson - BIOGRAPHY LAWSON

Aftershocks : A Memoir - Nadia Owusu
305.488 OWUSU

The Barbizon tells the story
of New York's most
glamorous women-only
hotel, and the women-both
famous and ordinary-who
passed through its doors. 

The Barbizon: The Hotel That Set
Women Free  - Paulina Bren

305.4097 BREN

Even after she left home for
Hollywood, Emmy-
nominated TV writer Bess
Kalb saved every voicemail
her grandmother Bobby Bell
ever left her. Bobby was a
force--irrepressible,
glamorous, unapologetically
opinionated. Bobby doted
on Bess; Bess adored
Bobby. Then, at ninety,
Bobby died. But in this
debut memoir, Bobby is
speaking to Bess once more,
in a voice as passionate as it
ever was in life.

Nobody Will Tell You This But Me: A
True (as Told to Me) Story - Bess Kalb

306.8745 KALB

Empire of Pain: The Secret History
of the Sackler Dynasty  - Patrick

Radden Keefe
 338.4761 KEEFE

Presents a portrait of
three generations of the
Sackler family, who built
their fortune on the sale
of Valium and later
sponsored the creation
and marketing of one of
the most commonly
prescribed and addictive
painkillers of the opioid
crisis.
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